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The Town of Port Hawkesbury:
Destination Reeves Street

Appendix 1 to the Town of Port Hawkesbury Land Use By-law

Faҫade Design
Guidelines
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Coordinated
Colour Scheme
The proposed palette has been chosen to

This colour palette will oﬀer consistency

evoke and pay tribute to the industrial

in exterior aesthetic for local businesses,

past and future of this harbour

forging a visual link between even those

community, and to the harbour itself, which

located some distance apart, while still

has been a vital part of life and work in Port

presenting business owners with suﬃcient

Hawkesbury since the town’s earliest days,

flexibility to suit the individual needs

back when it was known as Ship Harbour.

and preferences of each business and its
clientele. Together, these colour and material

For the main exterior facing of participating

combinations will create an attractive

buildings, an understated but visually arresting

visual motif, providing the Town of Port

choice of three colours will be oﬀered:

Hawkesbury with a distinct visual character,

charcoal, white and grey wooden shingle.

reflecting the history of life and industry in

This monochromatic palette will bring weight,

this community, honouring the working men

dignity and a striking visual character to the

and women of its past and telling their story.

town’s businesses, with brighter accent details
introducing colour. At the same time, these
choices connote some of the key components
of local industry, past and present, with grey
wooden shingle for the timber that shipped
through in days gone by, charcoal stain for
the oil and coal stored and shipped at the
port, and white wash for the paper milled at
Point Tupper for more than half a century.
The accent colours will be chosen from
a spectrum of ocean hues—royal blue,
turquoise, French navy, azure and even
violet. In a nod to the local steel fabrication
industry, silver metals will be preferred for
metallic details such as window casings,
signage and lighting fixtures.
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Colour
Palette
Body:
Charcoal, White, Grey

Secondary/Complementary:
Oceanic Spectrum

Detail/Fixtures:
Silver/Metallic
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General
Guidelines
Design Principles
While most Reeves Street buildings are modern
in character, those that are designed in a more

•

Eﬀorts should be made to conceal from
view the building’s mechanical, electrical
and plumbing systems, as well as garbage
disposal containers.

traditional style should preserve the existing
architectural features. However, for the larger,

Coordinated Colour Scheme

more modern buildings, the recommended
improvements will evoke a marine industrial

Each faҫade should be completed using at

aesthetic, helping to shape a unified visual

least two or three colours from a palette

character for the street. A building’s view plane

derived from the chosen colour scheme.

determines the number of the building sides

Because the colour scheme for this project

that are eligible for funding. If a building view

includes monochromatic tones for the

plane includes all three sides, a building is

main body, additional colours could include

eligible for four-side faҫade treatment.

materials, such as wood or metal, to provide
additional texture or character to the faҫade.

Below is a list of general design principles
that will guide us as we develop each design

The main body colour highlights the larger

concept submitted for inclusion in this

building volume/shape, while the secondary

program:

colour complements it through signage and/

•

•

•

•

Storefront designs should take into account
the overall design of the building, and be
integrated as seemlessly as possible.
Individual storefronts should be clearly
defined by architectural elements (pillars,
piers and glass separation).
Faҫade designs should be complementary
to a building’s original materials as well as
to those of adjacent buildings.

or secondary elements. The third colour
should be a trim colour highlighting special
architectural features. Business logos may
introduce additional colours, and integrated
with the colour scheme, utilizing a neutral body
colour and compimentary accents/trim.
Existing vinyl and aluminum siding can be
primed and painted to the facade-coordinated
colour scheme.

Materials that are high-quality, durable, and
low maintenance will be recommended
and encouraged, with preference given to
locally available products.
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Design
Elements
Siding
Use of concrete block, false-brick veneer, aluminum
siding and vinyl siding is discouraged. An exception
for this project will be a high-quality metal siding or
panelized product that evokes the modern industrial
aesthetic that inspires this faҫade theme.
Terra cotta, brick and stone convey permanence and
can be used when architectually appropriate.
Use of wood siding, wood shingles and composite
siding is encouraged. Wood siding will be naturally
weathered, and in cases where it is painted, be prestained or painted in factory.
Vinyl siding can be replaced with wood or composite
siding (i.e. Can Excel).
In some cases brick can be repainted and old stone
can be replaced.
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Design
Elements
Trim & Ornamentation
Colour diﬀerentiation highlights window casings,
corner mouldings, fascias and other trim profiles, tracing the form of the building and enhancing the visual
appeal of the façade, with trim and signage used to
accent or contrast.
The monochromatic siding colours of the main building volume is oﬀset by trim details in one or more of
the selected oceanic hues. Should client preferences or
building specifics necessitate a bolder colour choice for
the building volume, trim can inversely be chosen from
among such monochromatic options as white, cream,
charcoal or metallic grey.
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Design
Elements
Doors & Entrances
•

Primary entrances should be clearly marked and

provide a sense of welcome, easing passage from
exterior to interior. Whenever possible, entrances
should be located on the front of buildings.
•

Side entrances should be located as close to the

street front as possible.
The size and configuration of doors and windows
should be in proportion.
•

Recessed doorways are encouraged. They provide

cover for pedestrians and customers in bad weather
and help identify the location of store entrances.
They also provide a clear area for out-swinging doors
and oﬀer the opportunity for interesting paving
patterns, signage and displays.
•

By federal law, new store entrances must be

accessible to the physically disabled.
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Design
Elements
Windows
•

If possible, a building’s original window pattern

should be retained. Avoid blocking, reducing the size
or changing the design of windows.
•

Windows should be used to display products

and services and should maximize visibility into
storefronts.
•

Commercial storefront windows are encouraged to

be large and at ground level.
•

Broken or boarded windows negatively

impact business and district. Fix broken windows
immediately.
•

Window grills are permitted for more traditional

buildings, but not ideal for more modern building
faҫades.
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Design
Elements
Exterior Signage
GENERAL

• Signs should be placed in areas originally
designed for the placement of signs; in the sign
band above the storefront, in windows projecting
from store fronts and on awnings.
• Signage should provide simple and legible
information.
• Primary signage should be limited to the name
of a business and its main goods and services.
• All signs relating to main-floor businesses are
often best located between the first and second floor.
• Preference given to front-lit signs. Back-lit LED
signs considered if the design style is innovative
with high quality materials.
• High quality reflective lighted individual letters,
shaped or signs.
• Stand alone signs are a significant component
given many businesses are well setback from the
street. Well anchored structurally and visually and
incorporated with planters are recommended.

STOREFRONT SIGNAGE:

• Storefront signage placed on sign band of
building above the door.
• Painted or applied letters on the sign band.
Preference for dimensional letters.
• Reflective lighting with period fixture that is
suitable for building (i.e. gooseneck lighting).

PROJECTING SIGNAGE

• One projecting, hanging, two-sided sign
(sculptural or carved signs) per business.
• Have a clearance of 9 ft. above grade.
• Decorative brackets and hardware.
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Design
Elements
Civic Numbers
• Civic numbers should be coordinated with
storefront and style of each building.

Exterior Lighting
• Exterior lighting should highlight building’s
elements, signs and other distinctive features rather
than attract attention to the light fixture itself.
• Building lighting should provide an even
illumination level. Avoid flashing, pulsating or
similar dynamic lighting that poses a hazard to
motorists.
• Reflective lighting above sign bands
recommended (i.e. gooseneck lighting).

Landscaping
• Flower boxes that are attached or near
the building are eligible.
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Design
Elements
Roofing
• New roof cornices will significantly improve the
look and longevity of the building.
• Roofing that is visible and needs to be
undertaken to enhance a new facade is eligible
up to 25% (up to a maximum of $10,000) of total
project cost. 50% of eligible roofing expense will be
reimbursed through the project.

EXAMPLE:
Total Project Cost: $20,000
Eligible Roofing Cost (25%): $5,000
Reimbursed Roofing Cost (50%): $2,500

Canopies, Awnings & Pergolas
In many iterations of this program, awnings and canopies have proven to be problematic on the island, often
withstanding considerable damage in extreme weather
conditions. Hard-constructed pergolas, roof overhangs
or “veranda-like” structures are preferred, and pergolas may be attached to the building or free-standing.
Pergolas will be treated wood construction, and may
be left unfinished to weather naturally or painted to
complement the overall façade scheme.
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Design Samples
Example 1:

Boudrot Rodgers
The recommendations for the façade of this building aim to project a simple, sophisticated
image and presence for the two businesses it houses. The signage placement, anchored by
the lower roof line, large windows and brightly coloured trim work draw the eye away from the
rather heavy roof profile and back to the businesses themselves. The main body clad in weathered grey wooden channel/lap siding, trim painted in a turquoise selected from the oceanic
spectrum, and large, slim-profile aluminum commercial windows and doors chosen for both
durability and cohesion with the colour palette preferred metallic detailing.
In this design concept, the building’s three entrances (one to each business, and one to a
private/service entrance to the right) are better articulated, creating an inviting point of entry
for customers and enabling them to easily find their way inside. Together with the decking and
planter boxes, which provide a buﬀer from the driveway lane, the seating and entrance wallmount lighting further establish an attractive perimeter and appealing place of arrival for customers. Less attractive building/property features, such as mechanical equipment and garbage
boxes, are tastefully concealed by weathered wooden screen walls.

existing
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Design Samples
Example 2:

Cape Breton Realty
The initial façade concept for this business proposes a modified window and door layout. For
this realty business, an appealing and inspiring entrance is particularly important, suggesting
the kind of attractive and welcoming residential or commercial property clients may themselves be seeking. The doors have been narrowed to double-width, leaving suﬃcient space at
either side for marine-themed corner lighting, and an elegant business name plate.
The brick veneer on the front face is replaced with a darker, charcoal-hued siding on all sides,
with weathered grey shingling bringing a sense of warmth and visual variance to the front
gable.
While the business name and logo image have been displayed directly on the façade, due to
the building’s set-back position, a large stand-alone sign has also been proposed at a scale that
will be readable from the road, promoting the business to street traﬃc and helping customers
arriving by vehicle find their destination. The solid stone sign base conveys an impression of
dignity and permanence, while the perimeter garden around the front deck contributes to a
welcoming experience for customers entering the business.

existing
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Design Samples
Example 3

Integrating existing brick & stone buildings
Buildings that employ brick or stone in their facades present a slightly diﬀerent design challenge, but can still incorporate colour palette provided on page 6. The complexity and variety
found in almost any streetscape is part of the visual interest of that street, so there is no need
to impose uniformity. In cases where the stone or brick detailing does not cover a significant
amount of surface area, painting may be an option. However, the maintenance requirements
of painted brick may dissuade business owners from that approach if the brick and stone
facade components are more extensive. In such instances, materials and colours from the
existing colour palette can still be harmoniously combined with the texture and colour of brick
and stone facing, as demonstrated in the examples below.

Shown here is an example in town of a
building with split face stone cladding
(Credit Union), where the signage colour
falls within the range of the oceanic
spectrum of the colour palette.

For brick buildings, here are a couple of
examples where the facade is broken
up by delineating the entrance level with
large commercial windows and visually
compelling architectural details in a tone
similar to the charcoal within the colour
palette. Additional colour or material
(metal) could be introduced with signage,
lettering or the door for example.
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